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Welcome
What a year 2011 has been; we have had some severe cases of neglect and abuse arrive
into our foster care program and we have seen some amazing success stories too. Many
wonderful individuals, business and families have come forward to help make 2011 the
successful year that it has been and yet again the support from within, not only the
beagle community, but the animal welfare sector, has been second to none and we can’t
thank you all enough.
Between the Melbourne weather and an extreme amount of cases needing emergency
care and urgent vet work we made the decision to delay our annual beagle family fun
day for 2011 but we promise that Kepala park will again see the flash of approx 100 of our
rescue beagles at the end of this upcoming summer!
Several of our wonderful beagles have had write ups in major Victorian newspapers
which always help raise the profile and individual needs of our amusing and unique
breed! We have had some wonderful new foster and adoptive families come on board
and the increase in pounds and shelters willing to work with us and help beagles in need
has been amazing.
We would like to wish each and every one of you a safe, happy and healthy Christmas
and New Year and once again thank you for your continued support.
- from everyone at BRV
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Lorraine & BRV
All of the dogs I have had in the last 30 years have
been rescues. Some from people who could no
longer keep them for various reasons, some from
shelters, and most recently from Beagle Rescue
Victoria.

Lorraine, Summer
& Beagsley

The only exception to the aforementioned is one
very special Beagle called ‘Bobby’. Back nearly
6 years ago I got Bobby from ACA Breeders and
didn’t know much about puppy farms at the time.
I had never had a puppy in my life and thought it
would be nice to get one to join my other 4 dogs
at the time. He was sick from the second day home
and in and out of hospital for about a week.
I eventually got him home and he is a healthy boy
now but scared of so many things. He was 8 weeks
old when I got him and ‘my baby’. He is still MY
BABY and is very special and stays near me at all
times, because he knows Mum will keep him safe.

Bobby

Watson

Because of Bobby I have become very involved
with ‘Oscar’s Law’ and just cant wait till the day
there will be no more ‘Bobbys’ coming from
puppy farms and no more puppies being sold in
pet shops. (What a wonderful world it would be!)
I find it difficult to understand how any ‘human’
can treat such a beautiful innocent ‘friend’ the way
they do.
I try and inform as many people as I can about
NOT buying a pet from a pet shop whether in my
everyday life or at a protest outside a pet shop as
part of Oscar’s Law.

Summer

Beagsley

Now to my last 2 beautiful girl beagles. First I was
looking on the website at Beagle Rescue Victoria

and spotted SUMMER who had been on a chain for
the last 4 years of her life and had had 2 litters of
pups. Tam brought her to Beagle Day on October
2009 as I had expressed interest in her. She was so
little and sweet and my 2 boys Watson and Bobby
seemed to like her and I loved her instantly and
brought her home with me. Tam came here and
did a check of my home and could see she would
be fine and that my back yard is beagle-proof. She
has been with me 2 years on October 4th and is a
little delight and the boys love playing with her.
Then February this year Tam asked if anyone
could urgently foster a 10 year old female beagle,
BEAGSLEY, for a couple of weeks. I said I could
short term and Tam brought her here in March this
year. She came here at 11am and within about an
hour I knew I wanted to keep her (I make a lousy
foster carer). She is beautiful and runs around and
plays with the other 3 beagles and acts half her
age! She has never done a thing wrong and is so
easy to look after and very intelligent.
My beagles fill my life with laughter and happiness
and so much unconditional love and I am
constantly amazed with the things they do. They
are the BEST FRIENDS IN THE WORLD!
I want to thank Tam and the rest at BRV for giving
me the opportunity to have Summer and Beagsley
in my life. They have enriched my life and the
lives of Watson and Bobby so very much and I will
forever be grateful to all at BRV especially Tam.

- Lorraine Martret
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Dr Doolittle
Back then I ran a busy Naturopathic practice and just couldn’t find any dog care
service that I felt understood the true beagle nature so I struggled with all my
responsibilities because I just couldn’t leave him with anyone. Out of frustration
I was determined to set up a service that specifically catered to the care of
beagles.
I have always been very passionate about complementary medicine and
educating people about how to enhance their wellbeing. Dr Doolittle came
about from the combination of these two passions. A dog walking/care service
for beagles combined with holistic information for my clients about how to
keep their dog healthy with implementation of a raw organic food diet, herbs,
vitamin and mineral therapy, and flower essences.
The experience I had with my beagle was extremely insightful as I now always

Dr Doolittle is a dog walking, dog minding and holistic care service inspired by my beagle Piggi. He came into my life
when I had little knowledge about beagles and their special nature. I quickly found out that beagles are quite unique-in
their persistent curiosity of life, and constant need for involvement and stimulation!

look at things from a client’s perspective and think about what I would like if I
were them. That’s why every time their beagle goes out with us, to keep them
stimulated and curious our walks include a rotation of different activities and
visits to varying destinations. For all our regular clients a Doggie Activity Book
in which we leave daily comments about what time we went out, when we got
back and what we did. And, most recently a Dr Doolittle Facebook Fanpage
which is updated daily with great pictures of what we their beagle got up
to! Most people’s dog is an important member of their family and we like to
remember to treat them as such, so being in touch with our clients as often as
they require and them being able to daily connect via the fan page makes us
both feel more involved in their happiness.

Beagle Rescue Victoria is a wonderful charity which we support. As part of our
giving back I’m proud to say that I volunteer my services as a Naturopath and
Herbalist, and am sometimes closely involved in rehabilitating the neglected
beagles that come into care. They stay in our home for a few days/ weeks where
we can work on helping them heal via use of natural therapies and being in a
quiet, loving home environment with calm assertive energy. During the time
we’ve had the privilege of being involved with BRV we have met some amazing
people. It’s very rewarding to share the same passion for bettering the lives of
these special beagles so they can find their forever homes!

I would like to share with you some of the dietary supplements I frequently use in helping ill dogs recover.
Even though it’s quite general and I like to consider each dog an individual, I hope you find this helpful with your dog...
Vitamin C (either Melrose Calcium Acerbate or Wagner Ester C powder)
Deficiency: implicated conditions include-hip dysplasia, cancer, arthritis, spinal
problems, skin problems, allergies, and reduced immune function.
This vitamin is essential as a detoxifier and to maintain good health. Even
though dogs can produce vitamin C within their bodies, ill or stressed dogs
need a much higher amount. Both stress and vaccinations severely deplete the
system on this vitamin.
Vitamin C acts as a natural antihistamine therefore is great for managing allergy
symptoms. Because it is involved in collagen production vitamin C is often
prescribed for dogs with arthritis.
Dosage for a medium dog: half teaspoon twice daily mixed into food.
Duration of use: may be used long term, especially in dogs with chronic
illnesses and dogs that are aged.
Vital Greens ( naturally occurring whole food source of vitamins, trace
minerals, antioxidants, pro-biotics, essential amino acids, omega 3 and omega
6 essential fatty acids, digestive enzymes, cell pigments, plant sterols and
fibres.)
This food supplement helps to minimize the effects of inadequate nutrition
and stress. It is readily absorbed by the body. Also helps with detoxification of
past use of processed food, drugs and vaccinations therefore steadily enhances
dog’s energy, recovery and wellbeing. Great for reducing all doggie odors too!
Dosage for medium dog: 1 teaspoon once daily mixed into food
Duration of use: very safe to use long term

Slippery Elm powder
Very effective in treatment of diarrhea, constipation, colitis, and almost any
inflammation of the intestinal tract. Its very soothing, lubricating and healing to
the mucous membranes of the intestines, as well as the respiratory (bronchitis,
excessive coughing) and urinary tracts. This is a great herb for dogs with
sensitive stomachs who may have extreme reactions to the slightest variation
in their diet. Also for dogs whose digestive system has been damaged by use of
harsh medications i.e. chemotherapy.
Dosage: mix 1 teaspoon with small amount of warm water until it forms a
smooth paste. Combine with some manuka honey for taste (as it is quite bland)
Duration of use: short term treatment for relief of above mentioned symptoms/
illnesses
Coconut oil:
Topically moisturizes the skin and keeps it healthy, great for cracked paws!
Contains lauric acid which acts as an antimicrobial agent thus helps fight
viruses and bacteria, caprylic acid acts as an antifungal therefore great in
treatment for any candida/yeast infections. Helps boost the immune system
so effective for dogs with low vitality and slow recovery from illness. Helps
obese dogs with weight loss as the fatty acids in coconut support and enhance
metabolism. Boosts energy levels! Great for aging dogs as the fatty acids
support brain function.
Dosage: start slow with half teaspoon daily building up to 1-2 teaspoons (the
only side effect of introducing coconut oil too high a dose too quickly will be
loose, greasy stools..so start slow)
Duration: safe long term food supplement
(always choose organic, virgin, and unrefined!)

Bach Flower Essence: Gentian
For everyone who has used Rescue Remedy and understand the subtle yet
powerful effects of flower essences on emotional health..
Consider the Gentian essence for a dog who has been repeatedly returned
to a shelter and who despairs of ever finding a forever home, or who has
lost a beloved owner or companion dog. It imparts a sense of optimism,
determination and helps the dog find inspiration to try again. It’s a good
remedy to use during a dogs recovery during serious illness or at any time
when he needs support and strength. Also effective in dogs who lose their
appetite or suddenly become despondent.
Dosage: 4 drops on top of head 4 times daily also place 4 drops in drinking
water.
Duration of use: can safely be used long term until behavioral/emotional
changes are noticed

Joanna Kujath
www.drdoolittle.com.au
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Christmas
Feeding
A friendly reminder to help us all with the upcoming
Christmas Season, watch the food on your tables, benches
and in some cases Plates! Our houses will be filled with the
most amazing scents in the next few weeks and our breed
will stop at nothing to help ease the load of the Christmas
Turkey or the Christmas Ham! Those wonderful little
opportunists can outsmart the best of us especially if we have
had a glass of wine or two! Keep the Chocolates, Nuts, Fruits
and meats at a safe level away from their exploring noses
and paws, watch out that they haven’t helped you clean up
by ingesting Christmas ribbon and Packaging and tell family
members to stop feeding them under the table!
The last thing any of us or our Beagles need this Christmas
is an emergency visit to the vet to have half our Christmas
dinner pumped from their over bloated stomachs along with
whatever else they have managed to sneak into their mouths!
Our tip to exhaust a Beagle for Christmas day is to walk them
early Christmas Morning, give them a nice Raw Meaty Bone
for their meal and they will happily stay outside chewing and
having fun; Don’t forget if you give them lots of treats to make
sure you give them smaller meal portions, the last thing they
need during a hot Aussie Summer is to be carrying excess
weight.
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Hibberdean (Hibby) 1997-2011

On Wednesday evening we and Beagle Rescue Victoria lost
our beautiful old man Hibby. At 14 years of age we knew we
wouldn’t have him for much longer, but it still seems so quick
and unexpected.
Hibby came to us after the Black Saturday fires. His family fled
their home with nothing but their toddler and Hibby. As they
fled, his owners, who were heavily pregnant, went into labour.
With a young toddler and a brand new baby and nowhere
to live, Hibby’s family handed him over to BRV knowing they
couldn’t provide what he needed.
And so into our lives entered the “saga” that was Hibby. We
had never experienced anything like him and I doubt we ever
will again. So aloof that he was labeled autistic by his vet,
Hibby’s focus and determination was unsurpassed. The object
of this focus was one thing only- FOOD.
Each day started and ended with Hibby barking us to the
food. God forbid we ever forget where we keep it! Our last
resort was to stuff the bedtime treats down our tops and back
out of the kitchen like criminals, hands up in the air to say “see?
No food here!”. Hibby’s quest for food led to daily trysts atop
the kitchen table and several raids of the kitchen bin. Hibby
was the only one who ever worked out how to open the
child gate with his nose, and he would lead the gang in the
kitchen rampage. Can’t find Hibby? Why he’s in the cupboards

Last year we told you about our Regal beagle seniors and special
needs club. This year we have updates on last years members
and have renamed it The Hibby Foundation. Every year we
have some special cases who enter care and for varied reasons
become known as forever fosters which means they stay in their
foster families home for the rest of their life and BRV ensures their
medical care and bills are maintained and between the foster
family and BRV their every daily needs are met.

licking the pans of course! And forget all that work we did for
the final inspection after packing up the entire house to move
out to the country! Not only did Hibby unpack a box of dried
food, scattering pasta, shredded cardboard, tins and cereal
everywhere, he also managed to open packets of powdered
shakes and licked them into the carpet! Chocolate and
strawberry patches beautifully turning stiff and sticky.
They say cats have nine lives, but Hibby wasn’t far off that. On
September 11 2001, while the rest of the world was watching
the twin towers collapse, Hibby was being rushed into
emergency surgery after being hit by a car. On Black Saturday
he fled with his family from just outside of Marysville as the
worst fires in Victoria’s history bore down on them. And just
recently, in true Hibby fashion, Hibby had to be resuscitated
with mouth to mouth after trying to swallow a large block of
cheese whole.
Hibby made us laugh, made us cry and at times he amazed
us. The tales of Hibby’s antics spread far and wide. He is
immortalized on facebook. Hibby opened our eyes to the joys
of older beagles, although none have quite created the havoc
our old man did. Our house is quiet without his mooing and
demanding and it will take some time to get used to. We miss
“The Dean” and hope that where ever he is, there is a kitchen
table covered with delicious food, and he’s standing in the
middle of it.

Hibby’s saga may have ended, but every year we get a few
oldies come into our foster care program, and these beautiful
souls need your help. for anyone who hasn’t experienced an
older dog yet, believe us when we say there’s nothing quite
like it. All they want is somewhere comfy and warm to sleep,
food, and a little love. Most families want a younger dog and
these old souls don’t often find a new family to call their own.
They become “forever fosters” and they require more health
care than their younger counterparts. Frequent vet visits,
cancers removed, arthritis medication, special food, and in
one case medication for the onset of dementia.
In memory of the dog that made such an impact on our lives,
BRV will be introducing The Hibby Foundation early 2012.
Donations made to this foundation will go towards the care
of these dogs, and toward the care of the special needs cases
we get in. Your donations will help make the last years of these
dog’s lives a little more comfortable and give some of our
special cases a hope of seeing these later years.
By donating to the Hibby Foundation, you’re not just
remembering our old man who turned our lives upside down,
you’re remembering all our old friends who have come into
our lives and left with a piece of our hearts.
All donations over $2 are Tax deductible
Account name: Beagle Rescue Victoria Inc
BSB: 033358 Account No. 000302346
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Ted 1998-2011
On Tuesday night, for the second time in under 3 months, BRV have lost another
of our beautiful old men. Ted was so soft, cuddly and gentle that he was called
many names: Ted, Tedelicious, and of course Teddy Bear. In fact Ted’s existence
within BRV somehow lead to nearly every dog acquiring the pet name “Bear”
after their names.

Hibby

Ted’s arrival into foster care was due to the fact that his elderly owners’ health
was failing and they needed to move into assisted care. They say dogs and their
owners resemble each other and true enough it wasn’t long before we realized
Ted had the onset of dementia. Our roly-poly man would waddle up to the house
plants and eat the soil, spend hours maniacally licking the walls and beds and
would occasionally just sit and bark at nothing in particular. He’d see things no
one else could, and stand in corners until we turned him around.
Ted’s kleptomania was beyond what a normal beagle has. It was downright
funny in fact. In Ted’s mind he was a stealth hunter, creeping up on his
unsuspecting prey (usually a book or c.d) through the wilds of the lounge room.
Unfortunately Ted’s waddle gave him away every time, as he took off with his
prize in a proud trot that we grew to recognize. Yep, there goes Ted again, a blur
of mottled gray tri-coloured fur with something in his mouth!
Ted was also known for his uncanny ability to blend into any background. I can’t
begin to count the number of times we would panic because we couldn’t find
him anywhere, only to realize he was asleep on the couch all along, right under
our noses. Ted wasn’t a small dog by any means (I like to call him “fluffy”), so I
guess we’ll never work out how he achieved this incredible feat.

The

Foundation

Teddy Bear

Ted was a great comfort when we lost our other old boy, Hibby, in October. He
comforted us as much as we comforted him. We were very conscious that our
old “book ends” had become a broken pair and we worried it wouldn’t be long
between the two. While Hibby was aloof and lived in his own world, Ted relied
on Hibby for his routine- they were the prestigious Kitchen Gang, of which only
beagles of the geriatric nature can join, the envy of all! Our old Teddy bear has
gone to join his best friend and our house will now adjust once again. No more
random barking at imaginary things, no more licking beds for hours. No more
joyous wriggling around on his back on the couch. No more hearing Ted’s tail
thumping against the wall in happiness to be with me when I didn’t even know
he was there. No more of the best beagle cuddles I’ve ever had the pleasure of
receiving.
We miss you Teddy Bear. You were very much loved.
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BIjou Update

When we agreed to take in bijou as a foster, deep down I knew she was staying put.
Her tiny little body riddled with shrapnel, she was petrified of the world and of people.
her tail between her legs, all she did was curl herself into a tiny ball and sleep in her
crate. Her body needed that time to heal. When put on a lead she would literally need
to be dragged to get her to move. She had been given the all clear from the vet that
there was no lead poisoning, but that her bloods would need to be monitored every
6-12 months to be sure.
My 2 beagles thought she was not very interesting cos all she did was sleep, so they
just let her be. she got braver and braver each day, venturing to different corners of
the house and exploring at her own pace. One day I heard this tiny little bark and
thought the neighbors had a new puppy.... Then I heard it again and again and it was
getting louder, I peeked my head round the corner to see Bijou, nuki and pj all playing
together! It was the first time I had seen her do anything other than run and hide and
it had me it fits of laughter with the warmest fuzzy feeling inside. She felt comfortable.
She felt safe enough to play. My job as a foster mum was done. As the weeks turned
into months, she slowly came out of her shell and showed herself to be a cheeky, toy
stealing, bossy little scamp who LOVES going for a walk on lead, doing mad crazy
zoomies around the house and snuggling.
My job was done, she was ready for adoption.... Even as I write this I have tears welling
up at the thought of loosing her... I could not lose her. I could not part with her, and
I didn’t want her to have to adjust to another home all over again. She followed me
everywhere, she was my shadow, she snuggled with me and played with me, I just
could not imagine my life without her in it... So she stayed! she found her forever family
and I became a foster failure!
One year later and Bijou rules the roost, she tells everyone what to do and when to
do it. She gives the worlds best cuddles and kisses. She loves her new brother and
sister and the 3 of them play like it’s going out of fashion. She snuggles at any given
opportunity with her brother and with me, she steals toys off her sister and squirrels
them away in her bed!
But she is not out of the woods, and never will be. I cherish every moment I have with
her because I do not know how long she will be with us. The latest tests came back
clear of toxins, but her body is riddled with foreign objects that will one day take their
toll. It’s also been discovered that at some stage in her development as a pup, she has
had a bad hip break, perhaps hit by a car, we’ll never know. It has healed incorrectly
and as a result she has one leg shorter than the others which causes pain and
discomfort from time to time and will probably develop into early arthritis.

The

Foundation

This tiny half sized beagle girl is the light of my life, she brings joy to everyone that
meets her and her fears of the world are slowly disappearing. She has been through so
much in her 2 years of life and has gone from the most petrified beagle I’ve ever met,
to the happiest beagle I have ever met! I promise to give her the best life that I possibly
can and love her like no one else could. She is my entire world.
- Nikki Steendam
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Bessie

Honey
This girl is a true survivor, Honey
came in to our foster care
program with mammary tumors
and needed surgery to save her
life. Honeys Veterinary bills alone
cost over $3000 and her ongoing
care after her surgery was done
around the clock by our amazing
vets, vet nurses and her foster
family. Honey has now been
adopted by her foster family
and lives a life of luxury and its
an absolute joy to see her (BRV
luckily gets to remain part of her
life!)

Bessie Update

Teo Update

This grand old lady is about to enter her second year in our long tern
foster care program and is mentally showing no signs of slowing
down! Bessie rules her foster family with a tight paw, barking for
her breakfast at 5.30am each morning (you don’t need an alarm
clock with Bessie around!) and keeping the younger beagles under
control. She is the first up and the last to bed each day and believe
us when we tell you Bessie knows exactly what she wants from this
world and doesn’t hesitate to get it! Bessie is a beautiful and sweet
natured girl who needs on going care for arthritis in her hips and
knees.

We are thrilled to announce that the beautiful and handsome Teo
(also affectionately called Mr T by his foster mum!) has been adopted
by a wonderful beagle family in Victoria who have owned beagles
all of their lives. Teo lives the life of luxury with a beagle sister named
Jazz, is doted on by his new family and loves his daily walks through
the beautiful rainforest that surrounds his new home, its wonderful
to see the regal beagles get a second chance at a wonderful family
and home.

Teo

Our Newest Members

Mo
This magnificent old boy is the
most recent addition to our
special needs team, released from
a Victorian Pound after being
found wandering as a stray he
entered our foster care program
and will be staying in long term
care for quite some time to come.
Mo has a tumor in his eye and
requires ongoing care for his skin
conditions. Mo loves nothing
more than jumping in your lap
and looking at you almost sighing
in joy! He is a sweet, loving and
calm older boy and a delight to
have in our foster care program.

Lady
Beautiful lady entered our foster
care program after her 93 year
old owner died and no one in his
family was in a position to take
her. Lady was morbidly obese
and needed a lot of care when
she arrived in our foster care
program. Our vets removed a
tumor from her ear and several
teeth. She is still a little unsure
how to deal with the day to day
changes in the world and will
remain in our long term foster
care program while we teach her
everything she missed out on in
her earlier years.

Jessie
What an amazing journey
this older girl has been on,
Jessie arrived in to care aloof,
disconnected and wary of the
world, she spent months hiding
out unsure as who to trust and
we have to say the day that she
came froward for her first pat was
beautiful. Jessie is in long term
foster care learning all about the
joys of being a house dog and
a beloved family member and
we cant thank her foster family
enough for the brilliant job they
are doing just by loving her, we
love our updates from them.

Millie
This gorgeous little girl arrived
in our foster care program via
the pound and another Rescue
group. Millie is one of the most
friendly, outgoing and happy
little girls we have ever had
the pleasure of coming into
care but has had ongoing skin
issues which have resulted in
biopsies, skin scrapping, long
term medications and treatments
which are costly.
The

Foundation
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OSCAR’S LAW
2011 saw the second rally for Oscar’s
Law held again on the steps of
Parliament and then on to treasury
gardens where rescue groups and
shelters from all over Victoria stood
together to profile the plight of
puppy factories and animals in their
care. This year has been an amazing
year for Debra Tranter and her team
at Oscar’s Law with the return of
Oscar to Debra’s care, the campaign
itself has helped raise awareness
Australia wide and seen the launch
of “Kid’s want Oscar’s Law” along
with students from primary school,
high school and University holding
talks and doing projects on Oscar’s
Law and helping to educate the
general public about the truth of
where the cute puppy behind the
glass window actually came from.
We wish Debra and her team
continued success in 2012...
We want Oscar’s Law!

While many people are scared to
speak their truths and minds the
wonderful Trisha Taylor president
of both Victorian Dog Rescue
and Dog Rescue Association of
Victoria is not scared of tackling any
issues that arise within the animal
welfare sector. 2011 has seen DRAV
spearheaded by Trisha continuing
to tackle the DPI for the acceptance
of community foster care programs,
campaigning for the right of dogs
and cats in shelters and pounds,
overall reform within the rescue
community and questioning the
code of practise as just a few
examples of issues

community as a whole to embrace
a caring and responsible attitude
towards animal welfare, Please help
support the work that DRAV do
in order to assist our companion
animals and the rescue community
that work tirelessly to ensure the kill
rate in our pounds and shelters is
reduced.

2012 will see the continued
lobbying to improve the standing
of members of DRAV within the
community and government, along
with promoting responsible pet
ownership, educating, encouraging
and working together with the
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When Freddy Meets Fido
Preventing problems between
a newborn baby and your dog

We are all aware of the problems that can occur
between dogs and children. There are many physical
and psychological injuries associated with dog bites
every year and some frightening statistics suggest
that the offending dog is often the family pet. Some of
these interactions have resulted in the tragic death of
newborn babies. Alarmed? Don’t be. The good news is
that many of these incidents are preventable through
good training and socialisation- of the human family
as well as the dog!
We’ve all heard the saying prevention is better than
cure. Nothing could be more accurate when it comes
to children and dogs. If you are thinking of starting
a family or already pregnant and have a dog in the
family, consider the following questions and tips
below
Has your dog been exposed to children before?
Is your dog relaxed in the presence of children of
different ages and activity levels?
Has your dog been in the presence of a crying
baby and/ or a crawling toddler?
How will your dog’s routine change with the
arrival of a new baby?
Will the dog be restricted to certain areas of the
house or become an outside dog?
Are you prepared to closely supervise your dog
and child?
Does your dog have unwanted behaviours like
jumping up and/ or mouthing that could prove
problematic either during your pregnancy or
with a newborn baby?

Do you know how to respond to your dog if
they behave inappropriately in the presence of
your child?
Have you considered your child and someone
else’s dog AND your dog and someone else’s
child?
How will you introduce your new baby to the
dog when you come home from the hospital?

What can you do now?
Consider changing your routine regularly now so that
your dog does not have expectations that are set in
stone. Think about what you will and won’t be able to
do when you have a baby- will the dog be receiving
less stimulation and interaction? Training exercises
in the home can be used to tire an active dog and
utilising dog walking or day care services can be
helpful in some situations. Supervision is vital- a dog
should never be left alone with a child, regardless of
size, breed or personality.
Teach your dog to leave the baby’s toys alone- you
can use the dogs powerful sense of smell to do this by
scenting the babies toys with baby powder and letting
the dog know that toys which smell this way are not
for him! You can also limit the material your dogs toys
are made out of- if the baby is going to have lots of
soft cuddly toys- think about investing in toys for your
dog made from good quality rubber or safe plastics to
reduce confusion.

tie your dogs lead to the pram- no matter how small
or well behaved the dog. You can also teach your dog
to walk around bouncer nets and floor mats/ rugs by
setting up the equipment and using a lead to guide
the dog around the items. Remember to provide
plenty of rewards for the dog being respectful of
them- not barging through, jumping on or over them.
These exercises must be done before the baby has
arrived so that there is no negative association with
the newest family member, so start during your
pregnancy. Remember that if you completely isolate
your dog from the baby- you isolate them from youand that’s where many problems can begin.
Consider these tips and questions carefully and seek
professional help to ensure the relationship between
your dog and your children is a great one. Tamara and
Stuart would love to see you for a When Freddy Meets
Fido session during your pregnancy!

Tamara Jackman and Stuart Mulholland
Underdog Training and Behaviour Consulting
www.underdogtraining.com.au
underdogtraining@hotmail.com
0402 112 105

If you will want to walk the dog with the baby, start
teaching your dog to walk close by an empty pram.
Prams can frighten some dogs so it is vital that this
training is done before the baby is in the pram. NEVER
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A Year In Pictures
Daisy

Aspen

Millie

Wanda

Jewels

Big Day Out for Dogs Stall

Caelie
Honey
Oscar’s Law Rally

Tash

Mason
Molly

Jessie

Oscar’s Law Rally

Oscar’s Law

Ted & Hibby - RIP

Ross
Monty

Heidi

Violet

Bella

Poppy

Ollie
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Special Thanks
Beagle Rescue Victoria would like to take this
opportunity to thank everyone who makes it
possible to do what we do - Thank you
Thanks to everyone that has assisted BRV with the
transport (especially Robyn!), rescue, rehabilitation,
and ongoing care of the beautiful beagles that have
entered our foster care program. It takes a team of
people to help each individual beagle.

support of BRV, its been amazing to have had you
with us since day 1.
To Elders Pest Control, Thank you for your ongoing
support and kind donations but most of all thank you
for helping some special beagles and giving them a
chance in life to become happy and settled.

To Tamara and Stuart from Underdog Training,
you have become a big part of BRV in the last 12
To the adoptive families, without you we would cease months and we consider ourselves very lucky to have
to be, each one of you is an important part of beagle attended your workshops, training sessions and even
private consults.
rescue. Thank you for opening your hearts and
homes to the beagles in need.
To those who have donated their time, goods,
services of transport and money that has been
To our amazing foster families, we simply would
put towards the vet bills and food, thank you. Your
cease to exist without you too. Each of you are
donations and greatly appreciated and we could not
responsible for taking these beautiful animals and
survive without them.
teaching them how to trust again, how to play, how
to walk well on lead and become upstanding little
To the Team at Pet Rescue, thank you so much for
members of our communities! To all of those who
the amazing job you do, without you we would
have become “Foster failures” over the years, We
couldn’t be more thrilled! Thank you for making your never have reached 1/3 of the families we have. You
guys do an amazing job and we wish you continued
foster a family member.
success.
To Fuzzy Monkey, once again we are indebted to all
of your assistance, care and help over the years, thank To our own Dogs who have settled in and helped
you for the amazing job you do.
rehabilitate 100’s of beagles over the years- a huge
thank you and a bone awaits for Christmas day!
To Natalia at Web Whiz, thank you for your ongoing

To Dr Onn Ben David, Elyse, Rebecca, Ricci, Amber,
April and Annabelle, we can’t thank you enough for
all of your ongoing support, care, expert advice and
amazing hearts. You are all very much part of BRV
and we can’t do what we do without you.
To all the pounds and shelters and rescue groups
around Victoria and NSW who have worked with us
over the Year, thank you for your continued support.
To Novel Tees for your kind assistance with our
Hoodies.
Last but not least thank you to our amazing
committee both past and present who work tirelessly
to help beagles and beagles cross’s in need around
Victoria
We wish you all a very merry and safe Christmas and
New Year.
Love the Team at Beagle Rescue Victoria
Make sure to keep up to date with us on Facebook!
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Online Shop
100% of the profits made go straight to where they are needed
most - helping our rescue beagles! So stop by and treat yourself
or your beagle to something special.

Thundershirts $45
Gentle, constant pressure is a
terrific solution for many types of
dog anxiety, fearfulness, barking
and more.

Scoff Stopper $24
Calico Bags $5
Best Bowl ever! Just ask Not a plastic bag!
Donna

Pet Odor Eliminator
Coming soon or email
us now to order asap!
Other X-out natural
products available

Harnesses
Sensation & Sensible
harnesses now in
stock, email us!

Have you been shopping on our online shop? its a great way for us to earn pocket money to go towards vet bills and the
general welfare of our rescue beagles. Our merchandise changes regularly, so be sure and keep up to date by checking
back regularly or join us on facebook!
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Where Best Friends
Stay Together
Australia’s premier dog friendly holiday destination

Accommodation bookings and other enquiries
Email: info@bestfriend.net.au
Telephone: 03 5186 1216
Address: 1720 Tarra Valley Road, Tarra Valley,
Yarram, Victoria, Australia 3971
Visit: www.bestfriend.net.au
www.thedogshop.com.au
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